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call of duty: black ops ii timezone autochanger (fix)call of duty: black ops ii
timezone autochanger 03:32, 16 August 2005 Q: Is there another patch? A: no. 01:37,
13 August 2005 John Hey gotta say, i've always had problems with black opps in play.
Why isn't it working as well as it should? Yes... the second patch seems to have
fixed it quite well (an added three maps to expo, of course for the game, and all of
that). 07:07, 06 August 2005 Billy greetings! Here's what i've wanted to know since
the beginning: 1) Can i borrow a part of a server from you? 2) Why have u simply
pulled the server mod from your servers? 3) Do u already have backups of your server
mods in case of a technical failure? 4) Are the official files licensed to hpc.org?
5) What do you expect to do to the file names? 6) Why is it that the videos of the
games in the servers were only playing on the Youtube just a few days ago? Do you
see any reason to prevent this? 7) If u ever had trouble in your server-side
patching bits, why didn't u provide a helpful set of patch.pkg files for db, front-
end etc. 8) If you really have a serious problem with the server, and you can't
solve it with a patch, what would you do? 9) What other mods have you heard of that
fall in love and then right out of nowhere it reverses in a terrible way? 10) Which
of the current mods do u have want to install? 11) How do you preview your server
mods at all? 12) If an official patch is made, what will be the main purpose of it?
13) What happens to the official modders if the official pkg were not there? 14)
What is your motivation in releasing this official pam-set/plugins patch at all,
since the official server mod is not a part in this patc
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